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CCNY – City College of New York 

CACONYMS ACCMNOSY CACONYM, erroneous name [n] 

CACONYMY ACCMNOYY state of having erroneous name [n -MIES] 

CALYCINE ACCEILNY pertaining to calyx (outer protective covering of flower) [adj] 

CHANCERY ACCEHNRY court of public record [n -RIES] 

CHANCILY ACCHILNY in chancy (risky (dangerous)) manner [adv] 

CLEMENCY CCEELMNY mercy (compassion shown to offender or enemy) [n -CIES] 

COAGENCY ACCEGNOY joint agency [n -CIES] 

COCKNEYS CCEKNOSY COCKNEY, resident of East End of London [n] 

CONICITY CCIINOTY state of being conical (shaped like cone) [n -TIES] 

CORNETCY CCENORTY rank in British cavalry [n -CIES] 

CRYONICS CCINORSY practice of freezing dead bodies for future revival [n -S] 

CURRENCY CCENRRUY money (official medium of exchange and measure of value) [n -CIES] 

CYANITIC ACCIINTY CYANITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [adj] 

CYANOTIC ACCINOTY CYANOSIS, bluish discoloration of skin [adj] 

CYCASINS ACCINSSY CYCASIN, sugar derivative [n] 

CYCLAMEN ACCELMNY flowering plant [n -S] 

CYCLINGS CCGILNSY CYCLING, act of riding bicycle [n] 

CYCLONAL ACCLLNOY CYCLONE, rotating system of winds [adj] 

CYCLONES CCELNOSY CYCLONE, rotating system of winds [n] 

CYCLONIC CCCILNOY CYCLONE, rotating system of winds [adj] 

CYNICISM CCIIMNSY cynical quality [n -S] 

ENCYCLIC CCCEILNY letter addressed by pope to bishops of world [n -S] 

GLYCONIC CCGILNOY type of verse line [n -S] 

NASCENCY ACCENNSY birth; origin [n -CIES] 

PECCANCY ACCCENPY state of being peccant (sinful (marked by sin)) [n -CIES] 

PICNICKY CCIIKNPY pertaining to picnic [adj] 

PYCNOTIC CCINOPTY pyknotic (exhibiting pyknosis (shrinking and thickening of cell nucleus)) [adj] 

SCRUNCHY CCHNRSUY elastic band for fastening hair [n -HIES] 

SUCCINYL CCILNSUY univalent radical [n -S] 

SYNCOPIC CCINOPSY SYNCOPE, contraction of word by omitting one or more sounds from middle [adj] 

SYNECTIC CCEINSTY pertaining to system of problem solving [adj] 

UNCATCHY ACCHNTUY not catchy (pleasing and easily remembered) [adj] 

UNCHANCY ACCHNNUY unlucky (not lucky (having good fortune)) [adj] 

UNCHICLY CCHILNUY not chicly (in elegant (tastefully opulent) manner) [adv] 

UNICYCLE CCEILNUY to ride one-wheeled vehicle [v -D, -LING, -S] 

 

CSUF – California State University, Fresno 

CAGEFULS ACEFGLSU CAGEFUL, number held in cage (enclosure) [n] 

CARTFULS ACFLRSTU CARTFUL, cartload (as much as cart can hold) [n] 

CHAUFERS ACEFHRSU CHAUFER, chauffer (small furnace) [n] 

CHESTFUL CEFHLSTU as much as chest or box can hold [n -S] 

CHUFFEST CEFFHSTU CHUFF, gruff (low and harsh in speech) [adj] 

COFOUNDS CDFNOOSU COFOUND, to found jointly [v] 

CONFUSED CDEFNOSU CONFUSE, to mix up mentally [v] 

CONFUSES CEFNOSSU CONFUSE, to mix up mentally [v] 

CONFUTES CEFNOSTU CONFUTE, to disprove (to refute (to prove to be false or erroneous)) [v] 
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CUFFLESS CEFFLSSU having no cuff [adj] 

FACTIOUS ACFIOSTU promoting dissension [adj] 

FACTURES ACEFRSTU FACTURE, act of making something [n] 

FARCEURS ACEFRRSU FARCEUR, joker (one that jokes (to say something amusing)) [n] 

FELUCCAS ACCEFLSU FELUCCA, swift sailing vessel [n] 

FLOUNCES CEFLNOSU FLOUNCE, to move with exaggerated motions [v] 

FLUERICS CEFILRSU fluidics (branch of mechanical engineering) [n FLUERICS] 

FLUIDICS CDFIILSU branch of mechanical engineering [n FLUIDICS] 

FOCUSERS CEFORSSU FOCUSER, one that focuses (to bring to focus) [n] 

FOCUSING CFGINOSU FOCUS, to bring to focus [v] 

FOCUSSED CDEFOSSU FOCUS, to bring to focus [v] 

FOCUSSES CEFOSSSU FOCUS, to bring to focus [v] 

FRACTURS ACFRRSTU FRACTUR, fraktur (style of type) [n] 

FROUNCES CEFNORSU FROUNCE, to pleat (to fold in even manner) [v] 

FRUCTOSE CEFORSTU sugar found in various fruits [n -S] 

FUCHSIAS ACFHISSU FUCHSIA, flowering shrub [n] 

FUCHSINE CEFHINSU fuchsin (red dye) [n -S] 

FUCHSINS CFHINSSU FUCHSIN, red dye [n] 

FUCKOFFS CFFFKOSU FUCKOFF, offensive word [n] 

FUCKWITS CFIKSTUW FUCKWIT, offensive word [n] 

FULCRUMS CFLMRSUU FULCRUM, support for lever [n] 

FUNCTORS CFNORSTU FUNCTOR, one that functions (to be in action) [n] 

FUNICLES CEFILNSU FUNICLE, cordlike anatomical structure [n] 

FURCATES ACEFRSTU FURCATE, to divide into branches [v] 

FURNACES ACEFNRSU FURNACE, to subject to heat [v] 

FUTHARCS ACFHRSTU FUTHARC, futhark (ancient alphabet) [n] 

FUTHORCS CFHORSTU FUTHORC, futhark (ancient alphabet) [n] 

FUTTOCKS CFKOSTTU FUTTOCK, curved timber in frame of wooden ship [n] 

LUCIFERS CEFILRSU LUCIFER, friction match [n] 

MISFOCUS CFIMOSSU to focus badly [v -ED, -SSED, -ING, -SSING, -S, -SSES] 

OUTFACES ACEFOSTU OUTFACE, to confront unflinchingly [v] 

PREFOCUS CEFOPRSU to focus beforehand [v -ED -SSED, -ING, -SSING, -S, -SSES] 

RACKFULS ACFKLRSU RACKFUL, as much as rack can hold [n] 

SACKFULS ACFKLSSU SACKFUL, as much as sack can hold [n] 

SACKSFUL ACFKLSSU SACKFUL, as much as sack can hold [n] 

SCOOPFUL CFLOOPSU as much as scoop will hold [n -S, -PSFUL] 

SCORNFUL CFLNORSU feeling or expressing contempt [adj] 

SCROFULA ACFLORSU disease of lymph glands [n -S] 

SCRUFFED CDEFFRSU SCRUFF, to make scruffy [v] 

SCUFFERS CEFFRSSU SCUFFER, one that scuffs (to walk without lifting feet) [n] 

SCUFFING CFFGINSU SCUFF, to walk without lifting feet [v] 

SCUFFLED CDEFFLSU SCUFFLE, to struggle in rough, confused manner [v] 

SCUFFLER CEFFLRSU one that scuffles (to struggle in rough, confused manner) [n -S] 

SCUFFLES CEFFLSSU SCUFFLE, to struggle in rough, confused manner [v] 

SCURFIER CEFIRRSU SCURFY, covered with scurf [adj] 

STICKFUL CFIKLSTU amount of set type [n -S] 

SUBCHIEF BCEFHISU subordinate chief [n -S] 
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SUBFUSCS BCFSSSUU SUBFUSC, dark dull clothing [n] 

SUCKFISH CFHIKSSU remora (type of marine fish) [n -ES] 

SUFFICED CDEFFISU SUFFICE, to be adequate [v] 

SUFFICER CEFFIRSU one that suffices (to be adequate) [n -S] 

SUFFICES CEFFISSU SUFFICE, to be adequate [v] 

SULFITIC CFIILSTU SULFITE, chemical salt [adj] 

SULFONIC CFILNOSU containing certain univalent radical [adj] 

SULFURIC CFILRSUU pertaining to sulfur [adj] 

SURFACED ACDEFRSU SURFACE, to apply outer layer to [v] 

SURFACER ACEFRRSU one that surfaces (to apply outer layer to) [n -S] 

SURFACES ACEFRSSU SURFACE, to apply outer layer to [v] 

UNFENCES CEEFNNSU UNFENCE, to remove fence from [v] 

UNFROCKS CFKNORSU UNFROCK, to divest of ecclesiastical authority [v] 

UNIFACES ACEFINSU UNIFACE, coin having design on only one side [n] 

USUFRUCT CFRSTUUU legal right to use another's property so long as it is not damaged or altered [n -S] 

 

CUNY – City University of New York 

BOUNCILY BCILNOUY BOUNCY, tending to bounce [adv] 

BUNCHILY BCHILNUY BUNCHY, clustered [adv] 

BUOYANCE ABCENOUY buoyancy (tendency to float) [n -S] 

BUOYANCY ABCNOUYY tendency to float [n -CIES] 

CENTAURY ACENRTUY medicinal herb [n -RIES] 

CHANOYUS ACHNOSUY CHANOYU, Japanese tea ritual [n] 

CHUNKILY CHIKLNUY CHUNKY, stocky (having short, thick body) [adv] 

CHUTNEYS CEHNSTUY CHUTNEY, sweet and sour sauce [n] 

COUSINLY CILNOSUY COUSIN, child of one's aunt or uncle [adj] 

COUSINRY CINORSUY cousins collectively [n -RIES] 

CULINARY ACILNRUY pertaining to cookery (art of cooking) [adj] 

CULLYING CGILLNUY CULLY, to trick (to deceive (to mislead by falsehood)) [v] 

CURRENCY CCENRRUY money (official medium of exchange and measure of value) [n -CIES] 

CURRYING CGINRRUY CURRIE, to prepare food certain way [v] / CURRY, to prepare leather for use or sale [v] 

CUSHIONY CHINOSUY soft (yielding readily to pressure) [adj] 

CYNOSURE CENORSUY center of attraction [n -S] 

GYNECIUM CEGIMNUY pistil of flower [n -IA] 

JOCUNDLY CDJLNOUY JOCUND, cheerful (full of spirits) [adv] 

KEYPUNCH CEHKNPUY to perforate with machine [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

LACUNARY AACLNRUY LACUNA, empty space or missing part [adj] 

LUCENTLY CELLNTUY LUCENT, giving off light [adv] 

NAUMACHY AACHMNUY mock sea battle [n -HIES] 

NUMERACY ACEMNRUY ability to understand basic mathematics [n -CIES] 

OPULENCY CELNOPUY opulence (wealth (great quantity of valuable material)) [n -CIES] 

PICAYUNE ACEINPUY former Spanish-American coin [n -S] 

PIQUANCY ACINPQUY quality of being piquant (agreeably sharp in taste) [n -CIES] 

PUNCHILY CHILNPUY PUNCHY, dazed [adv] 

PUNGENCY CEGNNPUY state of being pungent (sharply affecting organs of taste or smell) [n -CIES] 

SCROUNGY CGNORSUY dirty (unclean (not clean (free from dirt or stain))) [adj -GIER, -GIEST] 

SCRUNCHY CCHNRSUY elastic band for fastening hair [n -HIES] 
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SCRUTINY CINRSTUY close examination [n -NIES] 

SECUNDLY CDELNSUY SECUND, having parts or organs arranged on one side only [adv] 

SEQUENCY CEENQSUY following of one thing after another [n -CIES] 

SUCCINYL CCILNSUY univalent radical [n -S] 

SYCONIUM CIMNOSUY fleshy multiple fruit [n -IA] 

TURGENCY CEGNRTUY turgor (quality or state of being turgid) [n -CIES] 

UNBOUNCY BCNNOUUY not bouncy (tending to bounce) [adj] 

UNCATCHY ACCHNTUY not catchy (pleasing and easily remembered) [adj] 

UNCHANCY ACCHNNUY unlucky (not lucky (having good fortune)) [adj] 

UNCHICLY CCHILNUY not chicly (in elegant (tastefully opulent) manner) [adv] 

UNCIALLY ACILLNUY in uncial style [adv] 

UNCLASSY ACLNSSUY not classy (stylish; elegant) [adj] 

UNCLOUDY CDLNOUUY not cloudy (overcast with clouds) [adj] 

UNCLOYED CDELNOUY not cloyed (to gratify beyond desire) [adj] 

UNCOMELY CELMNOUY not comely (pleasing to look at) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

UNICYCLE CCEILNUY to ride one-wheeled vehicle [v -D, -LING, -S] 

URANYLIC ACILNRUY URANYL, bivalent radical [adj] 

 

FAMU – Florida A&M University 

AIMFULLY AFILLMUY AIMFUL, full of purpose [adv] 

AQUAFARM AAAFMQRU to cultivate food fish [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AURIFORM AFIMORRU ear-shaped [adj] 

AUSFORMS AFMORSSU AUSFORM, to subject steel to strengthening process [v] 

BLAMEFUL ABEFLLMU blamable (being at fault) [adj] 

DREAMFUL ADEFLMRU dreamy (full of dreams) [adj] 

EARMUFFS AEFFMRSU EARMUFF, one of pair of ear coverings [n] 

FABULISM ABFILMSU placing of fantastical elements into everyday settings [n -S] 

FACTOTUM ACFMOTTU person employed to do many kinds of work [n -S] 

FAMOUSLY AFLMOSUY FAMOUS, well-known [adv] 

FAUVISMS AFIMSSUV FAUVISM, movement in painting [n] 

FLAMBEAU AABEFLMU flaming torch [n -S, -X] 

FLAMEOUT AEFLMOTU failure of jet engine in flight [n -S] 

FLUIDRAM ADFILMRU unit of liquid capacity [n -S] 

FORMULAE AEFLMORU FORMULA, exact method for doing something [n] 

FORMULAS AFLMORSU FORMULA, exact method for doing something [n] 

FRAENUMS AEFMNRSU FRAENUM, frenum (connecting fold of membrane) [n] 

FRANCIUM ACFIMNRU radioactive element [n -S] 

FRANKUMS AFKMNRSU FRANKUM, hardened resin of spruce tree [n] 

FUGLEMAN AEFGLMNU leader (one that leads or guides) [n -MEN] 

FUMARASE AAEFMRSU enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

FUMARATE AAEFMRTU chemical salt [n -S] 

FUMAROLE AEFLMORU hole from which volcanic vapors issue [n -S] 

FUMATORY AFMORTUY fumigation chamber [n -RIES] 

FUMIGANT AFGIMNTU substance used in fumigating [n -S] 

FUMIGATE AEFGIMTU to subject to fumes in order to destroy pests [v -D, -TING, -S] 

FUNNYMAN AFMNNNUY comedian (humorous entertainer) [n -MEN] 

FUSARIUM AFIMRSUU disease-causing fungus [n -IA, -S] 
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HAFNIUMS AFHIMNSU HAFNIUM, metallic element [n] 

INFAMOUS AFIMNOSU having vile reputation [adj] 

MANFULLY AFLLMNUY MANFUL, courageous [adv] 

MUDFLAPS ADFLMPSU MUDFLAP, flap hung behind rear wheel of vehicle to prevent splashing [n] 

MUDFLATS ADFLMSTU MUDFLAT, level tract alternately covered and left bare by tide [n] 

PALMFULS AFLLMPSU PALMFUL, as much as palm can hold [n] 

SFUMATOS AFMOSSTU SFUMATO, technique used in painting [n] 

SHAMEFUL AEFHLMSU disgraceful [adj] 

SUBFRAME ABEFMRSU frame for attachment of finish frame [n -S] 

UNFAMOUS AFMNOSUU not famous (well-known) [adj] 

UNFRAMED ADEFMNRU not framed (to construct by putting together various parts) [adj] 

UNMANFUL AFLMNNUU not manful (courageous) [adj] 

WAMEFOUS AEFMOSUW WAMEFOU, bellyful (excessive amount) [n] 

WAMEFULS AEFLMSUW WAMEFUL, wamefou (bellyful (excessive amount)) [n] 

 

FGCU – Florida Gulf Coast University 

CAGEFULS ACEFGLSU CAGEFUL, number held in cage (enclosure) [n] 

CHUFFING CFFGHINU CHUFF, to chug (to move with dull explosive sound) [v] 

FOCUSING CFGINOSU FOCUS, to bring to focus [v] 

FUGACITY ACFGITUY lack of enduring qualities [n -TIES] 

GRACEFUL ACEFGLRU having beauty of form or movement [adj -LLER, -LLEST] 

SCUFFING CFFGINSU SCUFF, to walk without lifting feet [v] 

 

GCSU – Georgia College & State University 

ACCUSING ACCGINSU ACCUSE, to make assertion against [v] 

CAGEFULS ACEFGLSU CAGEFUL, number held in cage (enclosure) [n] 

CAGOULES ACEGLOSU CAGOULE, hooded waterproof garment [n] 

CHORAGUS ACGHORSU leader of chorus or choir [n -GI, -ES] 

CHOREGUS CEGHORSU choragus (leader of chorus or choir) [n -GI, -ES] 

CHOUSING CGHINOSU CHOUSE, to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [v] 

CHUGGERS CEGGHRSU CHUGGER, one that chugs (to move with dull explosive sound) [n] 

CLAUGHTS ACGHLSTU CLAUGHT, to clutch (to grasp and hold tightly) [v] 

COUGHERS CEGHORSU COUGHER, one that coughs (to expel air from lungs noisily) [n] 

COURAGES ACEGORSU COURAGE, quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit [n] 

COURSING CGINORSU pursuit of game by hounds [n -S] / COURSE, to cause hounds to chase game [v] 

CRUISING CGIINRSU act of driving around in search of fun [n -S] / CRUISE, to sail about touching at several ports [v] 

CRUSHING CGHINRSU CRUSH, to press or squeeze out of shape [v] 

CRUSTING CGINRSTU CRUST, to form crust (hardened outer surface) [v] 

CUNNINGS CGINNNSU CUNNING, skill in deception [n] 

CUPPINGS CGINPPSU CUPPING, archaic medical process [n] 

CURBINGS BCGINRSU CURBING, concrete border along street [n] 

CURLINGS CGILNRSU CURLING, game played on ice [n] 

CURRAGHS ACGHRRSU CURRAGH, currach (coracle (small boat)) [n] 

CUTGRASS ACGRSSTU swamp grass [n -ES] 

CUTTAGES ACEGSTTU CUTTAGE, means of plant propagation [n] 

CUTTINGS CGINSTTU CUTTING, section cut from plant [n] 

DUCTINGS CDGINSTU DUCTING, system of ducts [n] 
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ECLOGUES CEEGLOSU ECLOGUE, pastoral poem [n] 

ESCUAGES ACEEGSSU ESCUAGE, scutage (tax exacted by feudal lord in lieu of military service) [n] 

EUGENICS CEEGINSU science of hereditary improvement [n EUGENICS] 

EXCUSING CEGINSUX EXCUSE, to apologize for [v] 

FOCUSING CFGINOSU FOCUS, to bring to focus [v] 

GAUCHERS ACEGHRSU GAUCHER, gatcher (one that gatches (to behave boastfully)) [n] 

GAUCHEST ACEGHSTU GAUCHE, lacking social grace [adj] 

GAUNCHES ACEGHNSU GAUNCH, underpants [n] 

GEMSBUCK BCEGKMSU gemsbok (large antelope) [n -S] 

GEODUCKS CDEGKOSU GEODUCK, large, edible clam [n] 

GLAUCOUS ACGLOSUU bluish green [adj] 

GLUCOSES CEGLOSSU GLUCOSE, sugar [n] 

GLUCOSIC CCGILOSU GLUCOSE, sugar [adj] 

GLUNCHES CEGHLNSU GLUNCH, to frown (to contract brow in displeasure) [v] 

GLUTCHES CEGHLSTU GLUTCH, to gulp or swallow [v] 

GOUACHES ACEGHOSU GOUACHE, method of painting [n] 

GRACIOUS ACGIORSU marked by kindness and courtesy [adj] 

GROUCHES CEGHORSU GROUCH, to complain (to express discontent) [v] 

GRUTCHES CEGHRSTU GRUTCH, to grudge (to be unwilling to give or admit) [v] 

GUANACOS AACGNOSU GUANACO, South American mammal [n] 

GUNLOCKS CGKLNOSU GUNLOCK, mechanism which ignites charge of gun [n] 

GUNSTOCK CGKNOSTU rear wooden part of rifle [n -S] 

GWEDUCKS CDEGKSUW GWEDUCK, geoduck (large, edible clam) [n] 

HOCUSING CGHINOSU HOCUS, to deceive or cheat [v] 

INCUSING CGIINNSU INCUSE, to mark by stamping [v] 

KINGCUPS CGIKNPSU KINGCUP, marsh plant [n] 

MISCUING CGIIMNSU MISCUE, to make faulty stroke in billiards [v] 

MUSCLING CGILMNSU MUSCLE, to proceed by force [v] 

RECUSING CEGINRSU RECUSE, to disqualify or challenge as judge in particular case [v] 

RESCUING CEGINRSU RESCUE, to free from danger [v] 

RUCHINGS CGHINRSU RUCHING, ruche (pleated strip of fine fabric) [n] 

SCOURGED CDEGORSU SCOURGE, to punish severely [v] 

SCOURGER CEGORRSU one that scourges (to punish severely) [n -S] 

SCOURGES CEGORSSU SCOURGE, to punish severely [v] 

SCOURING CGINORSU material removed by scouring [n -S] / SCOUR, to cleanse or polish by hard rubbing [v] 

SCOUTING CGINOSTU act of one that scouts [n -S] / SCOUT, to observe for purpose of obtaining information [v] 

SCROUGED CDEGORSU SCROUGE, to crowd (to press into insufficient space) [v] 

SCROUGES CEGORSSU SCROUGE, to crowd (to press into insufficient space) [v] 

SCROUNGE CEGNORSU to gather by foraging [v -D, -GING, -S] 

SCROUNGY CGNORSUY dirty (unclean (not clean (free from dirt or stain))) [adj -GIER, -GIEST] 

SCUBAING ABCGINSU SCUBA, to swim underwater using breathing device with compressed air [v] 

SCUDDING CDDGINSU SCUD, to run or move swiftly [v] 

SCUFFING CFFGINSU SCUFF, to walk without lifting feet [v] 

SCULKING CGIKLNSU SCULK, to skulk (to move about stealthily) [v] 

SCULLING CGILLNSU SCULL, to propel with type of oar [v] 

SCULPING CGILNPSU SCULP, to sculpt (to form image or representation of from solid material) [v] 

SCUMBAGS ABCGMSSU SCUMBAG, dirtbag (dirty or contemptible person) [n] 
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SCUMMING CGIMMNSU SCUM, to remove scum (impure or extraneous matter) from [v] 

SCUNGILE CEGILNSU conch used as food [n -LI] 

SCUNGILI CGIILNSU SCUNGILE, conch used as food [n] 

SCUPPAUG ACGPPSUU scup (marine food fish) [n -S] 

SCUTAGES ACEGSSTU SCUTAGE, tax exacted by feudal lord in lieu of military service [n] 

SCUZZBAG ABCGSUZZ dirty or contemptible person [n -S] 

SECURING CEGINRSU SECURE, to make firm or tight [v] 

SEDUCING CDEGINSU SEDUCE, to lead astray [v] 

SHUCKING CGHIKNSU act of one that shucks [n -S] / SHUCK, to remove husk or shell from [v] 

SLUICING CGIILNSU SLUICE, to wash with sudden flow of water [v] 

SOUCHONG CGHNOOSU Chinese tea [n -S] 

SOURCING CGINORSU act of obtaining something from point of origin [n -S] / SOURCE, to obtain from point of origin [v] 

SPRUCING CGINPRSU SPRUCE, to make spruce [v] 

SUCKLING CGIKLNSU unweaned mammal [n -S] / SUCKLE, to give milk to from breast [v] 

SURGICAL ACGILRSU pertaining to surgery (treatment of medical problems by operation) [adj] 

TUCKINGS CGIKNSTU TUCKING, series of stitched folds in garment [n] 

TUNGSTIC CGINSTTU TUNGSTEN, metallic element [adj] 

UNCASING ACGINNSU UNCASE, to remove from case [v] 

VICUGNAS ACGINSUV VICUGNA, vicuna (ruminant mammal) [n] 

 

GVSU – Grand Valley State University 

AVULSING AGILNSUV AVULSE, to tear off forcibly [v] 

DIVULGES DEGILSUV DIVULGE, to reveal (to make known) [v] 

EVULSING EGILNSUV EVULSE, to extract forcibly [v] 

GRAVURES AEGRRSUV GRAVURE, printing process [n] 

GRIEVOUS EGIORSUV causing grief (intense mental distress) [adj] 

LOVEBUGS BEGLOSUV LOVEBUG, small black fly that swarms along highways [n] 

OUTGIVES EGIOSTUV OUTGIVE, to give more than [v] 

SEVRUGAS AEGRSSUV SEVRUGA, caviar from Caspian Sea [n] 

UNGLOVES EGLNOSUV UNGLOVE, to uncover by removing glove [v] 

VALGUSES AEGLSSUV VALGUS, position of joint that is abnormally turned outward [n] 

VICUGNAS ACGINSUV VICUGNA, vicuna (ruminant mammal) [n] 

VIGOROUS GIOORSUV full of vigor [adj] 

VIRGULES EGILRSUV VIRGULE, diagonal printing mark used to separate alternatives [n] 

VOGUINGS GGINOSUV VOGUING, dance consisting of series of styled poses [n] 

VUGGIEST EGGISTUV VUGGY, abounding in vugs [adj] 

VULGATES AEGLSTUV VULGATE, common speech of people [n] 

VULGUSES EGLSSUUV VULGUS, exercise in Latin formerly required of pupils in some English public schools [n] 

 

IPFW – Indiana University-Purdue University Fort Wayne 

GIFTWRAP AFGIPRTW to wrap with decorative paper [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

SWAPFILE AEFILPSW computer file with space for transferred programs [n -S] 

 

MVSU – Mississippi Valley State University 

DUUMVIRS DIMRSUUV DUUMVIR, magistrate of ancient Rome [n] 

ELUVIUMS EILMSUUV ELUVIUM, soil deposit [n] 

EMULSIVE EEILMSUV EMULSION, type of liquid mixture [adj] 
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EVONYMUS EMNOSUVY euonymus (any of genus of shrubs or small trees) [n -ES] 

FAUVISMS AFIMSSUV FAUVISM, movement in painting [n] 

MISVALUE AEILMSUV to value (to estimate value (quality that renders thing useful or desirable) of) incorrectly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

OUTMOVES EMOOSTUV OUTMOVE, to move faster or farther than [v] 

TRIVIUMS IIMRSTUV TRIVIUM, group of studies in medieval schools [n] 

VASCULUM ACLMSUUV box used to hold plant specimens [n -LA, -S] 

VENOMOUS EMNOOSUV poisonous [adj] 

VERMUTHS EHMRSTUV VERMUTH, vermouth (liqueur (sweetened alcoholic beverage)) [n] 

VOLUMISE EILMOSUV to volumize (to give body to (hair)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

VOMITOUS IMOOSTUV pertaining to vomiting [adj] 

 

NCCU – North Carolina Central University 

ACCOUNTS ACCNOSTU ACCOUNT, to give explanation [v] 

ACCRUING ACCGINRU ACCRUE, to come as increase or addition [v] 

ACCUSANT AACCNSTU accuser (one that accuses (to make assertion against)) [n -S] 

ACCUSING ACCGINSU ACCUSE, to make assertion against [v] 

ACUTANCE AACCENTU measure of photographic clarity [n -S] 

CADUCEAN AACCDENU CADUCEUS, heraldic wand or staff [adj] 

CAPUCHIN ACCHINPU long-tailed monkey [n -S] 

CARUNCLE ACCELNRU fleshy outgrowth [n -S] 

CHUCKING CCGHIKNU CHUCK, to throw (to propel through air with movement of arm) [v] 

CINCTURE CCEINRTU to gird or encircle [v -D, -RING, -S] 

CLUCKING CCGIKLNU CLUCK, to make sound of hen [v] 

COCOANUT ACCNOOTU coconut (fruit of coco) [n -S] 

COCONUTS CCNOOSTU COCONUT, fruit of coco [n] 

CONCLUDE CCDELNOU to finish (to bring to end) [v -D, -DING, -S] 

CONCOURS CCNOORSU public competition [n CONCOURS] 

CONDUCED CCDDENOU CONDUCE, to contribute to result [v] 

CONDUCER CCDENORU one that conduces (to contribute to result) [n -S] 

CONDUCES CCDENOSU CONDUCE, to contribute to result [v] 

CONDUCTS CCDNOSTU CONDUCT, to lead or guide [v] 

CONJUNCT CCJNNOTU one that is joined with another [n -S] 

COUCHANT ACCHNOTU lying down [adj] 

COUCHING CCGHINOU form of embroidery [n -S] / COUCH, to put into words [v] 

COUNCILS CCILNOSU COUNCIL, group of persons appointed for certain function [n] 

CRUCIANS ACCINRSU CRUCIAN, European fish [n] 

CRUNCHED CCDEHNRU CRUNCH, to chew with crackling sound [v] 

CRUNCHER CCEHNRRU one that crunches (to chew with crackling sound) [n -S] 

CRUNCHES CCEHNRSU CRUNCH, to chew with crackling sound [v] 

CULICINE CCEIILNU mosquito (winged insect) [n -S] 

CUNEATIC ACCEINTU cuneate (wedge-shaped; triangular) [adj] 

CURCUMIN CCIMNRUU coloring ingredient of spice turmeric [n -S] 

CURRENCY CCENRRUY money (official medium of exchange and measure of value) [n -CIES] 

CUTSCENE CCEENSTU type of scene in computer games [n -S] 

DUNCICAL ACCDILNU DUNCE, stupid person [adj] 

ECUMENIC CCEEIMNU universal [adj] 

GLUCINIC CCGIILNU GLUCINUM, metallic element [adj] 
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LUCENCES CCEELNSU LUCENCE, lucency (quality of being lucent (giving off light)) [n] 

NUCLIDIC CCDIILNU NUCLIDE, species of atom [adj] 

NUMCHUCK CCHKMNUU nunchaku (Japanese weapon) [n -S] 

NUNCHUCK CCHKNNUU nunchaku (Japanese weapon) [n -S]   

OCCUPANT ACCNOPTU resident (one who resides) [n -S] 

PUCCOONS CCNOOPSU PUCCOON, herb that yields red dye [n] 

SCRUNCHY CCHNRSUY elastic band for fastening hair [n -HIES] 

SUCCINCT CCCINSTU clearly expressed in few words [adj -ER, -EST] 

SUCCINIC CCCIINSU pertaining to amber (fossil resin) [adj] 

SUCCINYL CCILNSUY univalent radical [n -S] 

TURNCOCK CCKNORTU employee who turns water on or off at main [n -S] 

UNACIDIC ACCDIINU not acidic (sour (sharp or biting to taste)) [adj] 

UNCATCHY ACCHNTUY not catchy (pleasing and easily remembered) [adj] 

UNCHANCY ACCHNNUY unlucky (not lucky (having good fortune)) [adj] 

UNCHICLY CCHILNUY not chicly (in elegant (tastefully opulent) manner) [adv] 

UNCHURCH CCHHNRUU to expel from church [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

UNCLENCH CCEHLNNU to open from clenched position [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

UNCLINCH CCHILNNU to unclench (to open from clenched position) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

UNCOCKED CCDEKNOU UNCOCK, to remove from cocked position [v] 

UNICYCLE CCEILNUY to ride one-wheeled vehicle [v -D, -LING, -S] 

VULCANIC ACCILNUV pertaining to volcano (opening in earth's crust through which molten rock and gases are ejected) [adj] 

ZUCCHINI CCHIINUZ vegetable [n -S] 

 

NJIT - New Jersey Institute of Technology 

ADJOINTS ADIJNOST ADJOINT, type of mathematical matrix [n] 

BANJOIST ABIJNOST one who plays banjo [n -S] 

CONJOINT CIJNNOOT CONJOIN, to join together [adj] 

DISJOINT DIIJNOST to put out of order [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISJUNCT CDIJNSTU alternative in logical disjunction [n -S] 

EJECTING CEEGIJNT EJECT, to throw out forcibly [v] 

EJECTION CEEIJNOT act of ejecting (to throw out forcibly) [n -S] 

INJECTED CDEEIJNT INJECT, to force fluid into [v] 

INJECTOR CEIJNORT one that injects (to force fluid into) [n -S] 

JACINTHE ACEHIJNT orange color [n -S] 

JACINTHS ACHIJNST JACINTH, variety of zircon [n] 

JANITORS AIJNORST JANITOR, maintenance man [n] 

JAUNTIER AEIJNRTU JAUNTY, having lively and self-confident manner [adj] 

JAUNTILY AIJLNTUY JAUNTY, having lively and self-confident manner [adv] 

JAUNTING AGIJNNTU JAUNT, to make pleasure trip [v] 

JEJUNITY EIJJNTUY something that is jejune [n -TIES] 

JESTINGS EGIJNSST JESTING, act of one who jests [n] 

JETLINER EEIJLNRT type of aircraft (any machine or device capable of flying) [n -S] 

JETTISON EIJNOSTT to cast overboard [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

JETTYING EGIJNTTY JETTY, to jut (to protrude (to extend beyond main portion)) [v] 

JINGOIST GIIJNOST jingo (zealous patriot) [n -] 

JOINTERS EIJNORST JOINTER, one that joints (to fit together by means of junction) [n] 

JOINTING GIIJNNOT JOINT, to fit together by means of junction [v] 
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JOINTURE EIJNORTU to set aside property as inheritance [v -D, -RING, -S] 

JOISTING GIIJNOST JOIST, to support with horizontal beams [v] 

JOSTLING GIJLNOST JOSTLE, to bump or push roughly [v] 

JOTTINGS GIJNOSTT JOTTING, brief note [n] 

JOUSTING GIJNOSTU mounted contest using lances [n -S] / JOUST, to engage in personal combat [v] 

JUBILANT ABIJLNTU exultant (exulting) [adj] 

JUNCTION CIJNNOTU place where things join [n -S] 

JUNGLIST GIJLNSTU performer of style of fast dance music [n -S] 

JUNKIEST EIJKNSTU JUNKY, worthless [adj] 

JUSTLING GIJLNSTU JUSTLE, to jostle (to bump or push roughly) [v] 

JUTTYING GIJNTTUY JUTTY, to jut (to protrude (to extend beyond main portion)) [v] 

NIGHTJAR AGHIJNRT nocturnal bird [n -S] 

NINJUTSU IJNNSTUU traditional Japanese method of spying [n -S] 

REINJECT CEEIJNRT to inject again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TWINJETS EIJNSTTW TWINJET, aircraft with two jet engines [n] 

UNJOINTS IJNNOSTU UNJOINT, to separate at juncture [v] 

 

NYMC – New York Medical College 

ACRIMONY ACIMNORY sharpness or bitterness of speech or temper [n -NIES] 

ACRONYMS ACMNORSY ACRONYM, word formed from initials of compound term or series of words [n] 

ADAMANCY AAACDMNY unyielding hardness [n -CIES] 

ADYNAMIC AACDIMNY ADYNAMIA, lack of physical strength [adj] 

CACONYMS ACCMNOSY CACONYM, erroneous name [n] 

CACONYMY ACCMNOYY state of having erroneous name [n -MIES] 

CANDYMAN AACDMNNY one who sells illegal drugs [n -MEN] 

CANDYMEN ACDEMNNY CANDYMAN, one who sells illegal drugs [n] 

CEREMONY CEEMNORY formal observance [n -NIES] 

CHIMNEYS CEHIMNSY CHIMNEY, flue (enclosed passageway for directing current) [n] 

CHYMOSIN CHIMNOSY rennin (enzyme (complex protein)) [n -S] 

CINNAMYL ACILMNNY chemical used to make soap [n -S] 

CLEMENCY CCEELMNY mercy (compassion shown to offender or enemy) [n -CIES] 

COENZYME CEEMNOYZ substance necessary for functioning of certain enzymes [n -S] 

COMMONLY CLMMNOOY in common (ordinary (of kind to be expected in normal order of events)) manner [adv] 

CRONYISM CIMNORSY kind of political favoritism [n -S] 

CYANAMID AACDIMNY chemical compound [n -S] 

CYCLAMEN ACCELMNY flowering plant [n -S] 

CYMBLING BCGILMNY cymling (variety of squash) [n -S] 

CYMLINGS CGILMNSY CYMLING, variety of squash [n] 

CYMOGENE CEEGMNOY volatile compound [n -S] 

CYNICISM CCIIMNSY cynical quality [n -S] 

DORMANCY ACDMNORY state of being dormant (lying asleep) [n -CIES] 

DYNAMICS ACDIMNSY DYNAMIC, physical force [n] 

EMINENCY CEEIMNNY eminence (high station or rank) [n -CIES] 

EPONYMIC CEIMNOPY EPONYM, person for whom something is named [adj] 

FEMINACY ACEFIMNY state of being female (individual that bears young or produces ova) [n -CIES] 

GEOMANCY ACEGMNOY method of foretelling future by geographical features [n -CIES] 

GYNECIUM CEGIMNUY pistil of flower [n -IA] 
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INTIMACY ACIIMNTY state of being closely associated [n -CIES] 

LAMBENCY ABCELMNY quality or instance of being lambent [n CIES] 

MINACITY ACIIMNTY state of being threatening [n -TIES] 

MONARCHY ACHMNORY rule by monarch [n -HIES] 

MONOCYTE CEMNOOTY type of white blood cell [n -S] 

MORDANCY ACDMNORY sarcastic quality [n -CIES] 

MYCELIAN ACEILMNY MYCELIUM, vegetative portion of fungus [adj] 

MYELINIC CEIILMNY MYELIN, fatty substance that encases certain nerve fibers [adj] 

MYOGENIC CEGIMNOY originating in muscle tissue [adj] 

MYOTONIC CIMNOOTY MYOTONIA, temporary muscular rigidity [adj] 

NAUMACHY AACHMNUY mock sea battle [n -HIES] 

NEOMYCIN CEIMNNOY antibiotic drug [n -S] 

NOMARCHY ACHMNORY nome (province of modern Greece) [n -HIES] 

NORMALCY ACLMNORY conformity with norm [n -CIES] 

NUMERACY ACEMNRUY ability to understand basic mathematics [n -CIES] 

RAMPANCY AACMNPRY state of being rampant (unrestrained (not restrained (restrain))) [n -CIES] 

SCAMMONY ACMMNOSY climbing plant [n -NIES] 

SYCAMINE ACEIMNSY mulberry tree [n -S]   

SYCONIUM CIMNOSUY fleshy multiple fruit [n -IA] 

SYNGAMIC ACGIMNSY SYNGAMY, union of two gametes [adj] 

TYMPANIC ACIMNPTY pertaining to tympanum (middle ear) [adj] 

UNCOMELY CELMNOUY not comely (pleasing to look at) [adj -LIER, LIEST] 

VIOMYCIN CIIMNOVY antibiotic [n -S] 

YACHTMAN AACHMNTY yachter (one who sails yacht) [n -MEN] 

YACHTMEN ACEHMNTY YACHTMAN, yachter (one who sails yacht) [n] 

 

R-MWC – Randolph-Macon Woman's College 

CASEWORM ACEMORSW insect larva [n -S] 

CLAMWORM ACLMMORW marine worm [n -S] 

CREWMATE ACEEMRTW fellow crewman [n -S] 

CUTWORMS CMORSTUW CUTWORM, caterpillar [n] 

ICEWORMS CEIMORSW ICEWORM, small worm found in glaciers [n] 

INCHWORM CHIMNORW type of worm [n -S] 

MICAWBER ABCEIMRW person who remains hopeful despite adversity [n -S] 

MUCKWORM CKMMORUW worm found in manure [n -S] 

NEWCOMER CEEMNORW one that has recently arrived [n -S] 

WELCOMER CEELMORW one that welcomes (to greet cordially) [n -S] 

WORMCAST ACMORSTW mass of earth left on surface by burrowing earthworm [n -S] 

 

SJFC – St. John Fisher College 

JACKFISH ACFHIJKS food fish [n -ES] 

 

SJSU – San Jose State University 

JOUSTERS EJORSSTU JOUSTER, one that jousts (to engage in personal combat) [n] 

JUDOISTS DIJOSSTU JUDOIST, one skilled in judo [n] 

JUJITSUS IJJSSTUU JUJITSU, Japanese art of self-defense [n] 

JUJUISMS IJJMSSUU JUJUISM, system of beliefs connected with jujus [n] 
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JUJUISTS IJJSSTUU JUJUIST, follower of jujuism [n] 

JUJUTSUS JJSSTUUU JUJUTSU, jujitsu (Japanese art of self-defense) [n] 

JUMPSIES EIJMPSSU game involving jumping over taut rope [n JUMPSIES] 

JURASSIC ACIJRSSU of or pertaining to certain geologic time period [adj] 

JURYLESS EJLRSSUY being without jury [adj] 

JUSSIVES EIJSSSUV JUSSIVE, word used to express command [n] 

JUSTICES CEIJSSTU JUSTICE, judge [n] 

JUSTNESS EJNSSSTU quality of being just (acting in conformity with what is morally good) [n -ES] 

SAPAJOUS AAJOPSSU SAPAJOU, capuchin (long-tailed monkey) [n] 

SOJOURNS JNOORSSU SOJOURN, to stay temporarily [v] 

SUBJECTS BCEJSSTU SUBJECT, to cause to experience [v] 

SUBJOINS BIJNOSSU SUBJOIN, to add at end [v] 

VERJUSES EEJRSSUV VERJUS, verjuice (juice of sour or unripe fruit) [n] 

 

SUNY – State University of New York system 

ANEURYSM AEMNRSUY  abnormal blood-filled dilation of blood vessel [n -S] 

AUTONYMS AMNOSTUY AUTONYM, name by which people refers to itself [n] 

BUSYNESS BENSSSUY state of being busy (occupied) [n -ES] 

BUTYRINS BINRSTUY BUTYRIN, chemical compound [n] 

CHANOYUS ACHNOSUY CHANOYU, Japanese tea ritual [n] 

CHUTNEYS CEHNSTUY CHUTNEY, sweet and sour sauce [n] 

COUSINLY CILNOSUY COUSIN, child of one's aunt or uncle [adj] 

COUSINRY CINORSUY cousins collectively [n -RIES] 

CUSHIONY CHINOSUY soft (yielding readily to pressure) [adj] 

CYNOSURE CENORSUY center of attraction [n -S] 

DISUNITY DIINSTUY lack of unity [n -S] 

DUOPSONY DNOOPSUY market condition existing when there are two buyers only [n -NIES] 

DUVETYNS DENSTUVY DUVETYN, soft fabric [n] 

EUONYMUS EMNOSUUY any of genus of shrubs or small trees [n -ES] 

EVONYMUS EMNOSUVY euonymus (any of genus of shrubs or small trees) [n -ES] 

FLUNKEYS EFKLNSUY FLUNKEY, flunky (servile follower) [n] 

GUERNSEY EEGNRSUY woolen shirt [n -S] 

GUNPLAYS AGLNPSUY GUNPLAY, shooting of guns [n] 

GUSSYING GGINSSUY GUSSIE, to gussy (to dress up in fine or showy clothes) [v] / GUSSY [v] 

GUYLINES EGILNSUY GUYLINE, rope, chain, or wire used as brace [n] 

INDUSTRY DINRSTUY group of productive enterprises [n -RIES] 

JOURNEYS EJNORSUY JOURNEY, to travel (to go from one place to another) [v] 

MUSINGLY GILMNSUY in pensive (engaged in deep thought) manner [adv] 

NYLGHAUS AGHLNSUY NYLGHAU, nilgai (large antelope) [n] 

RUNAWAYS AANRSUWY RUNAWAY, one that runs away [n] 

SCROUNGY CGNORSUY dirty (unclean (not clean (free from dirt or stain))) [adj -GIER, -GIEST] 

SCRUNCHY CCHNRSUY elastic band for fastening hair [n -HIES] 

SCRUTINY CINRSTUY close examination [n -NIES] 

SECUNDLY CDELNSUY SECUND, having parts or organs arranged on one side only [adv] 

SEQUENCY CEENQSUY following of one thing after another [n -CIES] 

SINFULLY FILLNSUY SINFUL, marked by sin [adv] 

SNUFFILY FFILNSUY in snuffy (dingy (grimy (dirty))) manner [adv] 
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SNUGGERY EGGNRSUY snug place [n -RIES] 

SONOBUOY BNOOOSUY buoy that detects and transmits underwater sounds [n -S] 

SPUNKILY IKLNPSUY SPUNKY, plucky (brave and spirited) [adv] 

STUDYING DGINSTUY STUDY, to apply mind to acquisition of knowledge [v] 

SUBENTRY BENRSTUY entry made under more general entry [n -RIES] 

SUCCINYL CCILNSUY univalent radical [n -S] 

SUDDENLY DDELNSUY SUDDEN, happening quickly and without warning [adv] 

SULFINYL FILLNSUY bivalent radical [n -S] 

SULFONYL FLLNOSUY bivalent radical [n -S] 

SULLENLY ELLLNSUY SULLEN, showing brooding ill humor or resentment [adv] 

SULLYING GILLNSUY SULLY, to soil (to make dirty) [v] 

SUNBEAMY ABEMNSUY SUNBEAM, beam of sunlight [adj] 

SUNDRILY DILNRSUY SUNDRY, miscellaneous [adv] 

SUNSHINY HINNSSUY SUNSHINE, light of sun [adj] 

SUPINELY EILNPSUY in inactive (not active) manner [adv] 

SYCONIUM CIMNOSUY fleshy multiple fruit [n -IA] 

SYNFUELS EFLNSSUY SYNFUEL, fuel derived from fossil fuels [n] 

SYRUPING GINPRSUY SYRUP, to sweeten with thick sweet liquid [v] 

TOURNEYS ENORSTUY TOURNEY, to compete in tournament [v] 

TURNKEYS EKNRSTUY TURNKEY, person who has charge of prison's keys [n] 

UNCLASSY ACLNSSUY not classy (stylish; elegant) [adj] 

UNEASILY AEILNSUY UNEASY, marked by mental or physical discomfort [adv] 

UNFLASHY AFHLNSUY not flashy (gaudy (tastelessly showy)) [adj] 

UNJUSTLY JLNSTUUY not justly (in just (acting in conformity with what is morally good) manner) [adv] 

UNSAFELY AEFLNSUY not safely (free from danger) [adv] 

UNSAFETY AEFNSTUY lack of safety [n -TIES] 

UNSAVORY ANORSUVY not savory (pleasant to taste or smell) [adj] 

UNSAYING AGINNSUY UNSAY, to retract something said [v] 

UNSEEMLY EELMNSUY not seemly (of pleasing appearance) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

UNSEXILY EILNSUXY not sexily (in sexy (arousing sexual desire) manner) [adv]   

UNSTABLY ABLNSTUY not stably (in stable (resistant to sudden change or position or condition) manner) [adv] 

UNSTAYED ADENSTUY not secured with ropes or wires [adj] 

UNSTEADY ADENSTUY not steady (firm in position) [adj -DIER, -DIEST] / to make not firm or stable [v -DIED, -ING, -DIES] 

UNSTUFFY FFNSTUUY not stuffy (poorly ventilated) [adj -FFIER, -FFIEST] 

UNSUBTLY BLNSTUUY not subtly (so slight as to be difficult to detect) [adv] 

UNSURELY ELNRSUUY not surely (certainly (in certain (absolutely confident) manner)) [adv] 

UNSWAYED ADENSUWY not swayed (to move slowly back and forth) [adj] 

UNTRUSTY NRSTTUUY not trusty (worthy of trust) [adj] 

UNUSABLY ABLNSUUY not usably (capable of being used) [adv]   

UNWISELY EILNSUWY not wisely (in wise (having wisdom (power of true and right discernment)) manner) [adv] 

VENOUSLY ELNOSUVY VENOUS, full of veins [adv] 

VINOUSLY ILNOSUVY VINOUS, pertaining to wine [adv] 

YOUNGERS EGNORSUY YOUNGER, inferior in age [n] 

YOUNGEST EGNOSTUY YOUNG, being in early period of life or growth [adj] 

YOUNGISH GHINOSUY somewhat young [adj] 

YOUNKERS EKNORSUY YOUNKER, young gentleman [n] 

YOUTHENS EHNOSTUY YOUTHEN, to make youthful [v] 
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TCNJ – College of New Jersey 

ADJACENT AACDEJNT next to [adj] 

ADJUNCTS ACDJNSTU ADJUNCT, something attached in subordinate position [n] 

CATJANGS AACGJNST CATJANG, African shrub [n] 

CONJOINT CIJNNOOT CONJOIN, to join together [adj] 

CONJUNCT CCJNNOTU one that is joined with another [n -S] 

CONJUNTO CJNNOOTU style of dance music along Mexican border [n -S] 

DISJUNCT CDIJNSTU alternative in logical disjunction [n -S] 

EJECTING CEEGIJNT EJECT, to throw out forcibly [v] 

EJECTION CEEIJNOT act of ejecting (to throw out forcibly) [n -S] 

INJECTED CDEEIJNT INJECT, to force fluid into [v] 

INJECTOR CEIJNORT one that injects (to force fluid into) [n -S] 

JACINTHE ACEHIJNT orange color [n -S] 

JACINTHS ACHIJNST JACINTH, variety of zircon [n] 

JACONETS ACEJNOST JACONET, cotton cloth [n] 

JUNCTION CIJNNOTU place where things join [n -S] 

JUNCTURE CEJNRTUU act of joining (to unite (to bring together so as to form whole)) [n -S] 

MUNTJACS ACJMNSTU MUNTJAC, small Asian deer [n] 

REINJECT CEEIJNRT to inject again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

UAPB – University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff 

ABRUPTER ABEPRRTU ABRUPT, rudely brief [adj] 

ABRUPTLY ABLPRTUY ABRUPT, rudely brief [adv] 

BANKRUPT ABKNPRTU to impoverish [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEAUCOUP ABCEOPUU abundance (state of being abundant (present in great quantity)) [n -S] 

BIPAROUS ABIOPRSU producing offspring in pairs [adj] 

BLUECAPS ABCELPSU BLUECAP, flowering plant [n] 

BREAKUPS ABEKPRSU BREAKUP, act of breaking up [n] 

CULPABLE ABCELLPU deserving blame or censure [adj]  

CULPABLY ABCLLPUY CULPABLE, deserving blame or censure [adv] 

CUPBOARD ABCDOPRU cabinet (piece of furniture with shelves and drawers) [n -S] 

HUMPBACK ABCHKMPU humped back [n -S] 

JUMPABLE ABEJLMPU JUMP, to spring off ground [adj] 

PABULUMS ABLMPSUU PABULUM, food (substance taken into body to maintain life and growth) [n] 

PENUMBRA ABEMNPRU partial shadow [n -E, -S] 

PLUMBAGO ABGLMOPU graphite (variety of carbon) [n -S] 

POURABLE ABELOPRU POUR, to cause to flow [adj] 

PRUNABLE ABELNPRU PRUNE, to cut off branches or parts from [adj] 

PUBERTAL ABELPRTU PUBERTY, period of sexual maturation [adj] 

PUBLICAN ABCILNPU one who owns or manages pub [n -S] 

PUFFBACK ABCFFKPU small African bird [n -S] 

PUFFBALL ABFFLLPU any of various globular fungi [n -S] 

PULLBACK ABCKLLPU restraint or drawback [n -S] 

PUMPABLE ABELMPPU PUMP, to cause to flow by means of pump (device for moving fluids) [adj] 

PUSHBACK ABCHKPSU negative or unfavorable response [n -S] 

PUSHBALL ABHLLPSU type of ball game [n -S] 
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SUBGRAPH ABGHPRSU graph contained within larger graph [n -S] 

SUBPANEL ABELNPSU subdivision of panel [n -S] 

SUBPARTS ABPRSSTU SUBPART, subdivision of part [n] 

SUBPENAS ABENPSSU SUBPENA, to subpoena (to summon with type of judicial writ) [v] 

SUBPHASE ABEHPSSU subdivision of phase [n -S] 

SUBPHYLA ABHLPSUY SUBPHYLUM, taxonomic division forming part of phylum [n] / divisions within phylum [n SUBPHYLA] 

SUBPOENA ABENOPSU to summon with type of judicial writ [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUBPOLAR ABLOPRSU situated just outside polar circles [adj] 

SUBSPACE ABCEPSSU subset of mathematical space [n -S] 

SUBTOPIA ABIOPSTU suburbs of city [n -S] 

SUPERBAD ABDEPRSU exceedingly bad [adj] 

UPBEARER ABEEPRRU one that upbears (to raise aloft) [n -S] 

UPBRAIDS ABDIPRSU UPBRAID, to reproach severely [v] 

 

UHCL – University of Houston–Clear Lake 

BACALHAU AAABCHLU baccala (codfish (marine food fish)) [n -S] 

BACKHAUL AABCHKLU to return after delivering load [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLUCHERS BCEHLRSU BLUCHER, half boot [n] 

BUNCHILY BCHILNUY BUNCHY, clustered [adv] 

CALATHUS AACHLSTU calathos (fruit basket) [n -HI] 

CHALUPAS AACHLPSU CHALUPA, fried corn tortilla spread with savory mixture [n] 

CHASUBLE ABCEHLSU sleeveless vestment [n -S] 

CHEEKFUL CEEFHKLU amount held in one's cheek [n -S] 

CHEERFUL CEEFHLRU full of spirits [adj -LLER, -LLEST] 

CHESTFUL CEFHLSTU as much as chest or box can hold [n -S] 

CHILLUMS CHILLMSU CHILLUM, part of water pipe [n] 

CHLOROUS CHLOORSU pertaining to chlorine (gaseous element) [adj] 

CHOCKFUL CCFHKLOU full to limit [adj] 

CHUBBILY BBCHILUY CHUBBY, plump (well-rounded and full in form) [adv] 

CHUCKLED CCDEHKLU CHUCKLE, to laugh quietly [v] 

CHUCKLER CCEHKLRU one that chuckles (to laugh quietly) [n -S] 

CHUCKLES CCEHKLSU CHUCKLE, to laugh quietly [v] 

CHUGALUG ACGGHLUU to drink without pause [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

CHUMMILY CHILMMUY CHUMMY, friendly (inclined to approve, help, or support) [adv] 

CHUNKILY CHIKLNUY CHUNKY, stocky (having short, thick body) [adv] 

CHUNNELS CEHLNNSU CHUNNEL, tunnel under English Channel [n] 

CHURCHLY CCHHLRUY pertaining to church [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

CHURLISH CHHILRSU CHURL, rude person [adj] 

CLAUGHTS ACGHLSTU CLAUGHT, to clutch (to grasp and hold tightly) [v] 

CLIQUISH CHIILQSU cliquey (inclined to form cliques) [adj] 

CLUBBISH BBCHILSU clubby (characteristic of club) [adj] 

CLUBHAND ABCDHLNU deformed hand [n -S] 

CLUBHAUL ABCHLLUU to put vessel about [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLUBHEAD ABCDEHLU part of golf club that strikes ball [n -S] 

CLUMPISH CHILMPSU resembling clump (thick mass) [adj] 

CLUTCHED CCDEHLTU CLUTCH, to grasp and hold tightly [v] 

CLUTCHES CCEHLSTU CLUTCH, to grasp and hold tightly [v] 
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CULCHIER CCEHILRU CULCHIE, offensive word [adj] 

CULCHIES CCEHILSU CULCHIE, offensive word [n] 

CULSHIER CEHILRSU CULSHIE, offensive word [adj] 

CULSHIES CEHILSSU CULSHIE, offensive word [n] 

CULTCHES CCEHLSTU CULTCH, culch (oyster bed) [n] 

DECLUTCH CCDEHLTU to disengage clutch (coupling mechanism) of motor vehicle [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

ELENCHUS CEEHLNSU logical refutation [n -HI] 

EULACHAN AACEHLNU eulachon (marine food fish) [n -S] 

EULACHON ACEHLNOU marine food fish [n -S] 

GAUCHELY ACEGHLUY GAUCHE, lacking social grace [adv] 

GLUNCHED CDEGHLNU GLUNCH, to frown (to contract brow in displeasure) [v] 

GLUNCHES CEGHLNSU GLUNCH, to frown (to contract brow in displeasure) [v] 

GLUTCHED CDEGHLTU GLUTCH, to gulp or swallow [v] 

GLUTCHES CEGHLSTU GLUTCH, to gulp or swallow [v] 

HALLUCAL AACHLLLU HALLUX, big toe [adj] 

HALLUCES ACEHLLSU HALLUX, big toe [n] 

HAULBACK AABCHKLU line for drawing cable back [n -S] 

HERCULES CEEHLRSU any man of great size and strength [n -ES] 

LAUNCHED ACDEHLNU LAUNCH, to set in motion [v] 

LAUNCHER ACEHLNRU launching device [n -S] 

LAUNCHES ACEHLNSU LAUNCH, to set in motion [v] 

LECYTHUS CEHLSTUY lekythos (oil jar used in ancient Greece) [n -HI] 

LUNCHBOX BCHLNOUX container for carrying meals to school or work [n -ES] 

LUNCHEON CEHLNNOU noonday meal [n -S] 

LUNCHERS CEHLNRSU LUNCHER, one that lunches (to eat noonday meal) [n] 

LUNCHING CGHILNNU LUNCH, to eat noonday meal [v] 

LURCHERS CEHLRRSU LURCHER, one that lurks or prowls [n] 

LURCHING CGHILNRU LURCH, to sway abruptly [v] 

MULCHING CGHILMNU MULCH, to provide with protective covering for soil [v] 

PACHOULI ACHILOPU East Indian herb [n -S] 

PENUCHLE CEEHLNPU pinochle (card game) [n -S] 

PRELUNCH CEHLNPRU preceding lunch [adj] 

PUNCHILY CHILNPUY PUNCHY, dazed [adv] 

RELAUNCH ACEHLNRU to launch again [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

RUGALACH AACGHLRU rugelach (cookie of cream-cheese dough spread with filling and rolled up) [n RUGALACH] 

RUGELACH ACEGHLRU cookie of cream-cheese dough spread with filling and rolled up [n -S] 

SCHEDULE CDEEHLSU to assign to certain date or time [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SCHLUMPS CHLMPSSU SCHLUMP, to go about lazily or sloppily dressed [v] 

SCHLUMPY CHLMPSUY unattractive, slovenly [adj -PIER, -PIEST] 

SCHOLIUM CHILMOSU explanatory marginal note [n -IA, -S] 

SCULCHES CCEHLSSU SCULCH, clean trash [n] 

SELCOUTH CEHLOSTU unusual (not usual) [adj] 

SHELDUCK CDEHKLSU European duck [n -S] 

SLOUCHED CDEHLOSU SLOUCH, to sit, stand, or move with drooping posture [v] 

SLOUCHER CEHLORSU one that slouches (to sit, stand, or move with drooping posture) [n -S] 

SLOUCHES CEHLOSSU SLOUCH, to sit, stand, or move with drooping posture [v] 

SQUELCHY CEHLQSUY squashy (soft and moist) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 
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SUCHLIKE CEHIKLSU of similar kind [adj] / things of kind [n -S] 

SUCKHOLE CEHKLOSU offensive word [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TOUCHILY CHILOTUY TOUCHY, overly sensitive [adv] 

TRAUCHLE ACEHLRTU to trachle (to draggle (to make wet and dirty)) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNCHICLY CCHILNUY not chicly (in elegant (tastefully opulent) manner) [adv] 

UNCLENCH CCEHLNNU to open from clenched position [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

UNCLINCH CCHILNNU to unclench (to open from clenched position) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

UNCLOTHE CEHLNOTU to divest of clothing [v UNCLAD, -D, -HING, -S] 

WATCHFUL ACFHLTUW closely observant or alert [adj] 

 

UIUC – University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign 

ACICULUM ACCILMUU bristlelike part [n -LA, -S]  

APICULUS ACILPSUU sharp point at end of leaf [n -LI] 

AURICULA AACILRUU auricle (ear or ear-shaped part) [n -E, -S] 

CAUTIOUS ACIOSTUU exercising prudence to avoid danger [adj] 

CINGULUM CGILMNUU anatomical band or girdle [n -LA] 

CUBICULA ABCCILUU burial chambers [n -LA] 

CUCURBIT BCCIRTUU gourd (hard-shelled fruit) [n -S] 

CURCULIO CCILORUU weevil (small beetle) [n -S] 

CURCUMIN CCIMNRUU coloring ingredient of spice turmeric [n -S] 

CURLICUE CCEILRUU to decorate with curlicues (fancy spiral figures) [v -D, -UING, -S] 

CUTICULA ACCILTUU outer hard covering of insect [n -E] 

FUNICULI CFIILNUU funicles (cordlike anatomical structure) [n FUNICULI] 

GLUCINUM CGILMNUU metallic element [n -S] 

GUAIACUM AACGIMUU medicinal resin [n -S] 

GUAIOCUM ACGIMOUU guaiacum (medicinal resin) [n -S] 

INOCULUM CILMNOUU material used in inoculation [n -LA, -S] 

LUSCIOUS CILOSSUU having very pleasing taste or smell [adj] 

LUTECIUM CEILMTUU lutetium (metallic element) [n -S] 

MUCINOUS CIMNOSUU MUCIN, protein secreted by mucous membranes [adj] 

MUTICOUS CIMOSTUU lacking point [adj] 

NUDICAUL ACDILNUU having leafless stems [adj] 

PECULIUM CEILMPUU private property [n -IA] 

PIRARUCU ACIPRRUU large food fish [n -S] 

PURPURIC CIPPRRUU pertaining to purpura (disease characterized by purple spots on skin) [adj] 

QUIDNUNC CDINNQUU nosy person [n -S] 

QUINCUNX CINNQUUX arrangement of five objects [n -ES] 

RUBICUND BCDINRUU ruddy (having healthy, reddish color) [adj] 

RUCTIOUS CIORSTUU quarrelsome [adj] 

SPICULUM CILMPSUU spicule (needlelike structure) [n -LA] 

SUBCUTIS BCISSTUU deeper part of dermis [n -TES, -ES] 

SUBPUBIC BBCIPSUU situated under pubis [adj] 

SUBTUNIC BCINSTUU tunic worn under another tunic [n -S] 

SULFURIC CFILRSUU pertaining to sulfur [adj] 

UTRICULI CIILRTUU utricles (saclike cavity in inner ear) [n UTRICULI] 

VINCULUM CILMNUUV unifying bond [n -LA, -S]  
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UMBC – University of Maryland, Baltimore County 

BACULUMS ABCLMSUU BACULUM, bone in penis of many mammals [n] 

BLACKGUM ABCGKLMU tupelo (softwood tree) [n -S] 

BRACHIUM ABCHIMRU upper part of arm [n -IA, -S] 

BUCKRAMS ABCKMRSU BUCKRAM, to stiffen (to make stiff) [v] 

BULIMIAC ABCIILMU BULIMIA, insatiable appetite [adj] 

BULIMICS BCIILMSU BULIMIC, one who is affected with bulimia [n] 

BUNCOMBE BBCEMNOU nonsense (behavior or language that is meaningless or absurd) [n -S] 

CAMBIUMS ABCIMMSU CAMBIUM, layer of plant tissue [n] 

CEREBRUM BCEEMRRU part of brain [n -RA, -S] 

CHERUBIM BCEHIMRU CHERUB, angel [n] 

CIBORIUM BCIIMORU vessel for holding holy bread [n -IA, -S] 

CLUBMATE ABCELMTU fellow member of club [n -S] 

CLUBMOSS BCLMOSSU green plant resembling large moss [n -ES] 

CLUBROOM BCLMOORU room for club's meetings [n -S] 

CLUMBERS BCELMRSU CLUMBER, stocky spaniel [n] 

COLUMBIC BCCILMOU pertaining to niobium (metallic element) [adj] 

COMBUSTS BCMOSSTU COMBUST, to burn (to destroy by fire) [v] 

COULOMBS BCLMOOSU COULOMB, electrical measure [n] 

CRUMBERS BCEMRRSU CRUMBER, one that crumbs (to break into crumbs (small pieces)) [n] 

CRUMBIER BCEIMRRU CRUMBY, full of crumbs [adj] 

CRUMBING BCGIMNRU CRUMB, to break into crumbs (small pieces) [v] 

CRUMBLED BCDELMRU CRUMBLE, to break into small pieces [v] 

CRUMBLES BCELMRSU CRUMBLE, to break into small pieces [v] 

CRUMBUMS BCMMRSUU CRUMBUM, despicable person [n] 

CUBIFORM BCFIMORU shaped like cube [adj] 

CUCUMBER BCCEMRUU garden vegetable [n -S] 

CUMBERED BCDEEMRU CUMBER, to hinder (to impede (to obstruct progress of)) [v] 

CUMBERER BCEEMRRU one that cumbers (to hinder (to impede)) [n -S] 

CUMBROUS BCMORSUU unwieldy (not wieldy (easily wielded)) [adj] 

DUMBCANE ABCDEMNU tropical plant [n -S] 

ENCUMBER BCEEMNRU to hinder in action or movement [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GEMSBUCK BCEGKMSU gemsbok (large antelope) [n -S] 

HUMPBACK ABCHKMPU humped back [n -S] 

INCUMBER BCEIMNRU to encumber (to hinder in action or movement) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

JUMBUCKS BCJKMSUU JUMBUCK, sheep (ruminant mammal) [n] 

MACUMBAS AABCMMSU MACUMBA, religion practiced in Brazil [n] 

MEGABUCK ABCEGKMU one million dollars [n -S] 

MICROBUS BCIMORSU small bus [n -ES, -SSES] 

OUTCLIMB BCILMOTU to surpass in climbing [v -LOMB, -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTCLOMB BCLMOOTU OUTCLIMB, to surpass in climbing [v] 

SAMBUCAS AABCMSSU SAMBUCA, ancient stringed instrument [n] 

SCUMBAGS ABCGMSSU SCUMBAG, dirtbag (dirty or contemptible person) [n] 

SCUMBALL ABCLLMSU dirtbag (dirty or contemptible person) [n -S] 

SCUMBLED BCDELMSU SCUMBLE, to soften outlines or colors of by rubbing lightly [v] 

SCUMBLES BCELMSSU SCUMBLE, to soften outlines or colors of by rubbing lightly [v] 

SUBCLAIM ABCILMSU subordinate claim [n -S] 
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SUCCUMBS BCCMSSUU SUCCUMB, to yield to superior force [v] 

SUMBITCH BCHIMSTU offensive word [n -ES] 

UMBILICI BCIIILMU navels (depression in abdomen) [n UMBILICI] 

UNCOMBED BCDEMNOU not combed (to arrange or clean with comb (toothed instrument)) [adj] 

UPCLIMBS BCILMPSU UPCLIMB, to climb up [v] 

 

UMGC – University of Maryland Global Campus 

BLACKGUM ABCGKLMU tupelo (softwood tree) [n -S] 

CHEMURGY CEGHMRUY branch of applied chemistry [n -GIES] 

CHUMMING CGHIMMNU CHUM, to be close friends with someone [v] 

CHUMPING CGHIMNPU CHUMP, to munch (to chew with crackling sound) [v] 

CINGULUM CGILMNUU anatomical band or girdle [n -LA] 

CLUMPING CGILMNPU CLUMP, to form into thick mass [v] 

COAGULUM ACGLMOUU clot [n -LA, -S] 

CRUMBING BCGIMNRU CRUMB, to break into crumbs (small pieces) [v] 

CRUMPING CGIMNPRU CRUMP, to crunch (to chew with crackling sound) [v] 

GEMSBUCK BCEGKMSU gemsbok (large antelope) [n -S] 

GLAUCOMA AACGLMOU disease of eye [n -S] 

GLUCINUM CGILMNUU metallic element [n -S] 

GUAIACUM AACGIMUU medicinal resin [n -S] 

GUAIOCUM ACGIMOUU guaiacum (medicinal resin) [n -S] 

GYNECIUM CEGIMNUY pistil of flower [n -IA] 

MACULING ACGILMNU MACULE, to mackle (to blur in printing) [v] 

MEGABUCK ABCEGKMU one million dollars [n -S] 

MICRURGY CGIMRRUY use of minute tools under high magnification [n -GIES] 

MISCUING CGIIMNSU MISCUE, to make faulty stroke in billiards [v] 

MOUCHING CGHIMNOU MOUCH, to mooch (to obtain without paying) [v] 

MUCILAGE ACEGILMU adhesive substance [n -S] 

MULCHING CGHILMNU MULCH, to provide with protective covering for soil [v] 

MULCTING CGILMNTU MULCT, to defraud (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [v] 

MUNCHING CGHIMNNU MUNCH, to chew with crackling sound [v] 

MUSCLING CGILMNSU MUSCLE, to proceed by force [v] 

PUMICING CGIIMNPU PUMICE, to polish with porous volcanic rock [v] 

SCUMBAGS ABCGMSSU SCUMBAG, dirtbag (dirty or contemptible person) [n] 

SCUMMING CGIMMNSU SCUM, to remove scum (impure or extraneous matter) from [v] 

UPCOMING CGIMNOPU about to happen or appear [adj] 

 

UMKC – University of Missouri–Kansas City 

BLACKGUM ABCGKLMU tupelo (softwood tree) [n -S] 

BUCKRAMS ABCKMRSU BUCKRAM, to stiffen (to make stiff) [v] 

CHECKSUM CCEHKMSU sum derived from bits of computer data [n -S] 

CHIPMUCK CCHIKMPU chipmunk (small rodent) [n -S] 

CHIPMUNK CHIKMNPU small rodent [n -S] 

GEMSBUCK BCEGKMSU gemsbok (large antelope) [n -S] 

HUMMOCKS CHKMMOSU HUMMOCK, to form into hummocks (small rounded hills) [v] 

HUMMOCKY CHKMMOUY abounding in hummocks [adj] 

HUMPBACK ABCHKMPU humped back [n -S] 
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JUMBUCKS BCJKMSUU JUMBUCK, sheep (ruminant mammal) [n] 

LEUKEMIC CEEIKLMU one affected with leukemia [n -S] 

MEGABUCK ABCEGKMU one million dollars [n -S] 

MINDFUCK CDFIKMNU offensive word [n -S] 

MUCKIEST CEIKMSTU MUCKY, filthy (offensively dirty) [adj] 

MUCKLEST CEKLMSTU MUCKLE, much, great [adj] 

MUCKLUCK CCKKLMUU mukluk (soft boot worn by Inuits) [n -S] 

MUCKRAKE ACEKKMRU to search for and expose corruption [v -D, -KING, -S] 

MUCKWORM CKMMORUW worm found in manure [n -S] 

MUDPACKS ACDKMPSU MUDPACK, cosmetic paste for face [n] 

MUDROCKS CDKMORSU MUDROCK, pelite (rock composed of fine fragments) [n] 

MULLOCKS CKLLMOSU MULLOCK, waste earth or rock from mine [n] 

MULLOCKY CKLLMOUY MULLOCK, waste earth or rock from mine [adj] 

MUNCHKIN CHIKMNNU small friendly person [n -S] 

MUSICKED CDEIKMSU MUSICK, to compose music for [v] 

MUTCHKIN CHIKMNTU Scottish unit of liquid measure [n -S] 

NUMCHUCK CCHKMNUU nunchaku (Japanese weapon) [n -S] 

PUMPJACK ACJKMPPU pumping apparatus at oil well [n -S] 

QUACKISM ACIKMQSU quackery (fraudulent practice) [n -S] 

SCHMUCKS CCHKMSSU SCHMUCK, to hit or flatten [v] 

SCHMUCKY CCHKMSUY foolish, contemptible [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

SCUMLIKE CEIKLMSU resembling scum [adj] 

STICKUMS CIKMSSTU STICKUM, substance that causes adhesion [n] 

TRUCKMAN ACKMNRTU trucker (truck driver) [n TRUCKMEN] 

TRUCKMEN CEKMNRTU TRUCKMAN, trucker (truck driver) [n] 

 

UNCW – University of North Carolina at Wilmington 

COWPUNKS CKNOPSUW COWPUNK, music combining country and western styles with punk rock [n] 

CUTDOWNS CDNOSTUW CUTDOWN, reduction [n] 

UNCHEWED CDEEHNUW not chewed (to crush or grind with teeth) [adj] 

UNCLAWED ACDELNUW not clawed (to scratch with claws (sharp, curved toenails)) [adj] 

UNCREWED CDEENRUW not crewed (to serve aboard ship) [adj] 

UNCROWNS CNNORSUW UNCROWN, to deprive of crown [v] 

UNSCREWS CENRSSUW UNSCREW, to remove screws from [v] 

 

UNLV – University of Nevada, Las Vegas 

ALLUVION AILLNOUV alluvium (detrital material deposited by running water) [n -S] 

ANOVULAR AALNORUV not involving ovulation [adj] 

AVULSING AGILNSUV AVULSE, to tear off forcibly [v] 

AVULSION AILNOSUV act of avulsing (to tear off forcibly) [n -S] 

CONVULSE CELNOSUV to shake violently [v -D, -SING, -S] 

CULVERIN CEILNRUV medieval musket [n -S] 

DILUVIAN ADIILNUV diluvial (pertaining to flood) [adj] 

DILUVION DIILNOUV diluvium (coarse rock material deposited by glaciers) [n -S] 

EVENTFUL EEFLNTUV momentous [adj] 

EVENTUAL AEELNTUV occurring at later time [adj] 

EVULSING EGILNSUV EVULSE, to extract forcibly [v] 
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EVULSION EILNOSUV act of pulling out [n -S] 

INVOLUTE EILNOTUV to roll or curl up [v -D, -TING, -S] 

JUVENALS AEJLNSUV JUVENAL, young bird's plumage [n] 

JUVENILE EEIJLNUV young person [n -S] 

LEVULINS EILLNSUV LEVULIN, chemical compound [n] 

NERVULES EELNRSUV NERVULE, nervure (vascular ridge on leaf) [n] 

NOUVELLE EELLNOUV style of French cooking [n -S] 

PULVINAR AILNPRUV PULVINUS, swelling at base of leaf [adj] 

PULVINUS ILNPSUUV swelling at base of leaf [n -NI]  

REVENUAL AEELNRUV REVENUE, income of government [adj] 

UNEVENLY EELNNUVY not evenly (in even (flat and smooth) manner) [adv] 

UNGLOVED DEGLNOUV UNGLOVE, to uncover by removing glove [v] 

UNGLOVES EGLNOSUV UNGLOVE, to uncover by removing glove [v] 

UNHALVED ADEHLNUV not halved (to divide into two equal parts) [adj] 

UNIVALVE AEILNUVV mollusk having single shell [n -S] 

UNIVOCAL ACILNOUV word having only one meaning [n -S] 

UNLEVELS EELLNSUV UNLEVEL, to make uneven [v] 

UNLEVIED DEEILNUV not levied (to impose or collect by legal authority) [adj] 

UNLIVELY EILLNUVY not lively (full of energy) [adj] 

UNLIVING GIILNNUV UNLIVE, to live so as to make amends for [v] 

UNLOVELY ELLNOUVY not lovely (beautiful) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

UNLOVING GILNNOUV not loving (to feel great affection for) [adj] 

UNRAVELS AELNRSUV UNRAVEL, to separate threads of [v] 

UNSOLVED DELNOSUV not solved (to find answer or explanation for) [adj] 

UNVALUED ADELNUUV not valued (to estimate value (quality that renders thing useful or desirable) of) [adj] 

UNVEILED DEEILNUV UNVEIL, to remove covering from [v] 

UNVIABLE ABEILNUV not viable (capable of living) [adj] 

VAULTING AGILNTUV structure forming vault [n -S] / VAULT, to provide with vault (arched ceiling) [v] 

VAUNTFUL AFLNTUUV boastful (given to boasting) [adj] 

VEINULES EEILNSUV VEINULE, venule (small vein) [n] 

VEINULET EEILNTUV venule (small vein) [n -S] 

VELURING EGILNRUV VELURE, to smooth with velvet or silk pad, as hat [v] 

VENGEFUL EEFGLNUV seeking to avenge [adj] 

VENOUSLY ELNOSUVY VENOUS, full of veins [adv] 

VENULOSE EELNOSUV VENULE, small vein [adj] 

VENULOUS ELNOSUUV VENULE, small vein [adj] 

VINCULAR ACILNRUV VINCULUM, unifying bond [adj] 

VINCULUM CILMNUUV unifying bond [n -LA, -S 

VINOUSLY ILNOSUVY VINOUS, pertaining to wine [adv] 

VIRULENT EILNRTUV extremely poisonous [adj] 

VITULINE EIILNTUV pertaining to calf (young cow or bull) [adj] 

VOLUMING GILMNOUV VOLUME, to send or give out in large quantities [v] 

VOLUTINS ILNOSTUV VOLUTIN, granular substance that is common in microorganisms [n] 

VOLUTION ILNOOTUV spiral [n -S] 

VULCANIC ACCILNUV pertaining to volcano (opening in earth's crust through which molten rock and gases are ejected) [adj] 

 

UTPB – University of Texas Permian Basin 
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ABRUPTER ABEPRRTU ABRUPT, rudely brief [adj] 

ABRUPTLY ABLPRTUY ABRUPT, rudely brief [adv] 

BANKRUPT ABKNPRTU to impoverish [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BETHUMPS BEHMPSTU BETHUMP, to thump soundly [v] 

BOUGHPOT BGHOOPTU large vase [n -s] 

BULLPOUT BLLOPTUU bullhead (freshwater catfish) [n -S] 

BUMPIEST BEIMPSTU BUMPY, of uneven surface [adj] 

DUBSTEPS BDEPSSTU DUBSTEP, type of electronic dance music [n] 

PERTURBS BEPRRSTU PERTURB, to disturb greatly [v] 

POSTBURN BNOPRSTU following burn [adj] 

POTBOUND BDNOOPTU having grown too large for its container [adj] 

PREBUILT BEILPRTU PREBUILD, to build beforehand [v] 

PUBERTAL ABELPRTU PUBERTY, period of sexual maturation [adj] 

SUBDEPOT BDEOPSTU military depot that operates under jurisdiction of another depot [n -S] 

SUBOPTIC BCIOPSTU situated under eyes [adj] 

SUBPARTS ABPRSSTU SUBPART, subdivision of part [n] 

SUBPLOTS BLOPSSTU SUBPLOT, secondary literary plot [n] 

SUBTOPIA ABIOPSTU suburbs of city [n -S] 

SUBTOPIC BCIOPSTU secondary topic [n -S] 

SUBTYPES BEPSSTUY SUBTYPE, type that is subordinate to or included in another type [n] 

 

UWGB – University of Wisconsin–Green Bay 

BLOWGUNS BGLNOSUW BLOWGUN, tube through which darts may be blown [n] 

BUNGALOW ABGLNOUW small cottage [n -S] 

BUZZWIGS BGISUWZZ BUZZWIG, large, thick wig [n] 

GRUBWORM BGMORRUW larva of some insects [n -S] 

UNBOWING BGINNOUW not bowing (to bend forward) [adj] 

 

WSSU - Winston-Salem State University 

BUCKSAWS ABCKSSUW BUCKSAW, wood-cutting saw [n] 

BUSHWAHS ABHHSSUW BUSHWAH, bushwa (nonsense (behavior or language that is meaningless or absurd)) [n] 

CUMSHAWS ACHMSSUW CUMSHAW, gift [n] 

CURASSOW ACORSSUW turkey-like bird [n -S] 

CUSSWORD CDORSSUW profane or obscene word [n -S] 

HUSWIFES EFHISSUW HUSWIFE, sewing kit [n] 

HUSWIVES EHISSUVW HUSWIFE, sewing kit [n] 

LAWSUITS AILSSTUW LAWSUIT, legal action [n] 

OUTSWIMS IMOSSTUW OUTSWIM, to swim faster or farther than [v] 

SAWBUCKS ABCKSSUW SAWBUCK, sawhorse (rack used to support piece of wood being sawed) [n] 

SAWDUSTS ADSSSTUW SAWDUST, small particles of wood produced in sawing [n] 

SAWDUSTY ADSSTUWY SAWDUST, small particles of wood produced in sawing [adj] 

SCREWUPS CEPRSSUW SCREWUP, instance of bungling [n] 

SNOWBUSH BHNOSSUW flowering shrub [n -ES] 

SNOWSUIT INOSSTUW child's garment for winter wear [n -S] 

STEWBUMS BEMSSTUW STEWBUM, drunken bum (vagrant) [n] 

SUNDOWNS DNNOSSUW SUNDOWN, to experience nighttime confusion [v] 

SUNGLOWS GLNOSSUW SUNGLOW, glow in sky caused by sun [n] 
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SUNWARDS ADNRSSUW sunward (toward sun) [adv] 

SWIMSUIT IIMSSTUW bathing suit [n -S] 

UNSCREWS CENRSSUW UNSCREW, to remove screws from [v] 

UNSWEARS AENRSSUW UNSWEAR, to retract something sworn [v] 

UNTWISTS INSSTTUW UNTWIST, to untwine (to separate twisted or tangled parts of) [v] 

UNWISEST EINSSTUW UNWISE, not wise (having wisdom (power of true and right discernment)) [adj] 

UNWISHES EHINSSUW UNWISH, to cease to wish for [v] 

UPSWEEPS EEPPSSUW UPSWEEP, to sweep upward [v] 

UPSWELLS ELLPSSUW UPSWELL, to swell up [v] 

UPSWINGS GINPSSUW UPSWING, to swing upward [v] 

WAESUCKS ACEKSSUW used to express pity [interj] 

WALRUSES AELRSSUW WALRUS, marine mammal [n] 

WAMMUSES AEMMSSUW WAMMUS, wamus (heavy outer jacket) [n] 

WAMPUSES AEMPSSUW WAMPUS, wamus (heavy outer jacket) [n] 

WASHOUTS AHOSSTUW WASHOUT, erosion of earth by action of water [n] 

WASHTUBS ABHSSTUW WASHTUB, tub used for washing clothes [n] 

WETSUITS EISSTTUW WETSUIT, close-fitting rubberlike suit worn in cold water by skin divers [n] 

WISEGUYS EGISSUWY WISEGUY, mobster (gangster (member of criminal gang)) [n] 

WUSSIEST EISSSTUW WUSSY, wimpy (weak, ineffectual) [adj] 

 

WVUP – West Virginia University at Parkersburg 

PURVIEWS EIPRSUVW PURVIEW, extent of operation, authority, or concern [n] 

 

XULA – Xavier University of Louisiana 

AFFLUXES AEFFLSUX AFFLUX, flowing toward point [n] 

AMPLEXUS AELMPSUX mating embrace of frogs [n -ES] 

BISEXUAL ABEILSUX one who is attracted to both sexes [n -S] 

BOXHAULS ABHLOSUX BOXHAUL, to veer ship around [v] 

CURTALAX AACLRTUX cutlass (short sword) [n -ES] 

EXEQUIAL AEEILQUX EXEQUY, funeral procession [adj] 

EXERGUAL AEEGLRUX EXERGUE, space on coin [adj] 

EXULTANT AELNTTUX exulting [adj] 

FABLIAUX AABFILUX FABLIAU, short metrical tale popular in medieval France [n] 

FLEXURAL AEFLLRUX FLEXURE, act of bending (to curve (to deviate from straightness)) [adj] 

FLUXGATE AEFGLTUX device to measure magnetic field [n -S] 

LUXATING AGILNTUX LUXATE, to put out of joint [v] 

LUXATION AILNOTUX act of luxating (to put out of joint) [n -S] 

PLATEAUX AAELPTUX PLATEAU, level stretch of elevated land [n] 

QUADPLEX ADELPQUX building having four units [n -ES] 

ROULEAUX AELORUUX ROULEAU, roll of coins wrapped in paper [n] 

SEXUALLY AELLSUXY SEXUAL, pertaining to sex [adv] 

SUBAXIAL AABILSUX somewhat axial [adj] 

SUFFIXAL AFFILSUX pertaining to or being suffix [adj] 

TABLEAUX AABELTUX TABLEAU, picture [n] 

TEXTURAL AELRTTUX pertaining to surface characteristics of something [adj] 

UNIAXIAL AAIILNUX having one axis [adj] 

UNSEXUAL AELNSUUX not sexual (pertaining to sex) [adj] 


